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Among the technical writing experts who will address the All-Ohio Conference on Technical Communications at the University of Dayton this weekend are William T. Reid, assistant technical director of the Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, and Anthony A. Farkus, publications group leader, Weapon System Support, North American Aviation, Columbus division.

Reid, author of numerous technical papers in the areas of fuels and engineering physics, will discuss Research Reports at a Friday afternoon session on industrial technical writing.

Farkus has been in technical writing management for the past eight years. His presentation, also on Friday afternoon, will be on "The Case for In-House Technical Writing."

The Friday and Saturday morning conference, in Wohlleben Hall, is sponsored by the Dayton-Miami Valley chapter of the Society of Technical Writers and Editors in cooperation with the Central Ohio and Cincinnati chapters and the university. Some 60 persons from government, industry and education are expected.